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It’s here!

That was our first thought when Microsoft finally introduced Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 in late 2013.

After many months of rumors and speculation about what might be included in the final product, including several “leaked” announcements (purposefully by Microsoft at their Worldwide Partner Conference in July) showing the new interface and screens, Microsoft brought forth an iteration of Microsoft Dynamics CRM that does many things:

- Brings to parity (and in many cases surpasses) its interface and functionality with its rival, Salesforce.com, via its new flow interface
- Introduces a new flexible pricing model for organizations that want to benefit from its platform options (also known as xRM), and for those that want to use its native full-featured functions, including integration with the Office suite
- Rolls out a first of a kind mobile interface, supporting multiple device operating systems and configurations, including iOS

As a bit of background, Microsoft spent a significant amount of time retooling Dynamics CRM 2013 from its previous version, Dynamics CRM 2011. The first step was the introduction of the Polaris version, which came as an update to existing users and introduced (among other things) multibrowser support allowing users with cross-browser requirements to finally be able to access and use the system with full features. This update came in late 2012, and although the cross-browser support was heralded as a major upgrade/enhancement, the new functions
introduced with the update at the time were tepidly received. For instance, many organizations struggled with the new forms, and adoption was limited. (Many organizations turned them off completely in favor of existing or previously designed forms.)

Of course, xRM still plays a major role in the success of Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Renamed by Microsoft as Extended CRM, and carefully worded as not being a platform (so as not to be confused with its successful counterpart, SharePoint), xRM as a deployment model has been successfully deployed countless times. When asked to explain such concepts as xRM and SharePoint versus CRM, we often break them down as follows: xRM has the capability to use the application for “anything” management: grants, vendors, employees, cows, and so on. When discussing SharePoint versus CRM, we describe them as complementary and refer to SharePoint as an excellent application for unstructured data (such as documents) and CRM as an ideal application for structured data, such as transaction activity (phone calls, invoices, touchpoints, and so forth). Overall, when these concepts are tied together—something native with CRM 2013—organizations have the ability to manage and control nearly anything.

This book shows you how to work with and configure Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, and also includes complementary technologies such as the following:

- SharePoint
- Azure
- SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
- SQL Server
- Online versus On-Premise options
- Visual Studio and .NET Framework

In addition, you’ll learn how to get the most from your CRM system. This book delves into how Microsoft Dynamics CRM works, explains why you should set up certain features, and explores advanced configuration and customization options.

To be clear, this book provides an excellent overview of 99% of the application; however, your mileage may vary depending on your requirements. The 1% is often the hardest, most complex, and even the most imaginative. After working exclusively with Microsoft Dynamics CRM for more than 8 years, we still often see situations and requirements by organizations that we could never have imagined. In addition, the power of the application continues to increase, delivering options that previously existed only with extensive programming and workarounds.

**NOTE**

If you believe that we have omitted anything or would like to share the 1% that your requirements might fall into, write us! Our specific contact information is contained in the chapters preceding these pages, and we have set up an alias that will send any queries to the author: crmunleashed@webfortis.com. Who knows? Perhaps your story and feedback will be featured in our next book on CRM.
You can use Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 to manage almost anything. This book shows you how.

**NOTE**

The majority of this book was researched and written using the prereleased version of the Dynamics CRM 2013 software. Every attempt was made to update the contents based on the final version of the software that was released to customers. However, there may be areas that will not perform as shown because of differences in beta and final software releases.
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Microsoft has been using the xRM designation to help organizations understand one of the greatest benefits of using Microsoft Dynamics CRM. However, this question is often raised: What is xRM? Another question often follows: What does it mean to my organization?

This chapter explains the term and provides examples and a high-level overview.

**What Is xRM?**

The x in xRM is the recognition that the world is more than just relationships between customers (as the C in Customer Relationship Management denotes). For example, when a doctor interacts with a patient, the C is replaced by P in Patient Relationship Management (PRM). When a county sheriff’s department uses it to manage their deputies, it becomes a D, as in Deputy Relationship Management (DRM).

How does CRM allow support for such divergent models as both medical patients and law enforcement? It is through the power of xRM. This breadth speaks to the flexibility that is limited only by an organization’s imagination.

Stepping back, take a quick look at the world around you and model some of your daily relationships.

Work:
- Relationships between you and your employer
- Relationships between you and your coworkers
School:
- Relationships between you and your schools
- Relationships between you and your teachers and other students

Personal:
- Relationships between you and the cars you have owned
- Relationships between you and your friends
- Relationships between you and your hobbies

Figure 3.1 shows a simple graphic of how your life might be arranged.

This list can become as diverse as the person building it can imagine, or as diverse as an organization’s requirements. We have deployed xRM applications of all sizes and have seen the deployment become a line-of-business (LOB) application countless times.

NOTE

Although there is no additional cost for xRM capabilities with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, be sure to check you licensing options; some of the licensing models are restrictive with their permissions.

We don’t usually see someone build an xRM application to manage his personal life. However, the example in Figure 3.1 shows how you can extrapolate from personal relationships to professional ones.
Three Types of xRM Scenarios

You can apply xRM customization to three basic scenarios, as defined in Figure 3.2 and as explained in the following list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Customizations</th>
<th>Advanced Customizations</th>
<th>Pure xRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built on OOB CRM</td>
<td>Extending OOB CRM</td>
<td>No/little OOB CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail-Merge and Email Templates</td>
<td>Workflow-Driven Processes</td>
<td>All new Entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Templates</td>
<td>New Entities</td>
<td>All new Views, Forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding Fields</td>
<td>New Views, Forms</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaming Fields</td>
<td>New Relationships</td>
<td>Custom UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Wizard Reports</td>
<td>Plug-Ins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboards</td>
<td>SSRS Reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3.2  xRM defined.

▶ **Basic customization**—This represents the starting point for most individuals just entering the xRM world. Basic customization entails adding a few fields to the out-of-the-box (OOB) entities, such as Orders or Quotes, or maybe changing a label to match your business’s language. Examples of this include any of the following:

- Changing the name of the Contact entity (people) to be Client
- Removing a field from an entity
- Adding a new field to an entity

The changes outlined here are fast and easy and often help drive user adoption, one of the challenges in any new system.

▶ **Advanced customization/hybrid**—During their system design and deployment, most organizations eventually end up recognizing that each business is unique, even within the same industry. Encompassing what is outlined in basic customization, this level also includes morphing Microsoft Dynamics CRM to meet the needs of the organization. Examples of this include many of the following:

- Adding new custom relationships between existing entities
- Adding new entities and associated entities
- Creating new versions of existing forms

The changes outlined here are more complex and require the customizer to understand both CRM/xRM and the business process. Customizations include both OOB
entities and new entities, a hybrid between basic customization of CRM and a pure xRM solution.

- **Pure xRM customization**—This is the far end of customization, where the entire solution (or a majority of the solution) consists of custom entities, and no or very few OOB entities are used in the final solution. This approach is using CRM as a custom development platform to rapidly develop solutions tailored to an industry or organization. The builder has cast off the constraints of the existing entities to architect and build the system using Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a development platform.

The next logical question is this: What approach should I use? This question is difficult to answer, and the answer may depend on whom you ask. The answer depends, to a large extent, on the ultimate goal, the builder’s experiences, and where the solution is going to be 2 to 3 years from today.

Some CRM consultants always start with the base OOB entities and stick with them as long as they can, depending on Microsoft to provide enhancements to these entities. Others take the other approach, looking to use CRM only as a development platform.

The next section covers a few examples of CRM/xRM solutions, the approaches taken, and the benefits and drawbacks of each.

**Examples of xRM Solutions**

Now that you have a basic understanding of what xRM is, here are a few real-world examples.

**Example One—Drug Lab Testing**

- **Application Type** — Drug lab testing
- **xRM Solution Type** — Pure xRM solution
- **Description**

This xRM solution is used by a drug testing lab to manage the business process associated with receiving samples from doctors to be tested. Each sample is associated with a doctor, a patient, and one or more testing machines.

This system was developed as a pure xRM solution with custom entities for all parts. No existing entities were used.

- **Benefits**
  - Not using the Contacts entity allows for custom security to apply to each type of individual used (patients, doctors, lab technicians).
  - Highly tailored to the lab business processes.
Examples of xRM Solutions

Drawbacks

- Extra effort associated with building the entire solution from scratch.
- Redundant construction is required for overlapping fields between entities.
- Billing is conducted from a different system.
- When you don’t use the native Contact entity, you do not get the benefit of the new composite controls used by the Contact full name and address, as well as the native Bing map control.

Example Two—Animal Research Lab

- Application Type — Animal research lab
- xRM Solution Type — Advanced customizations xRM solution
- Description
  - This xRM solution is used by an animal testing lab to manage the business process associated with receiving samples from researchers to be tested. Each sample is associated with a researcher, a species, and one or more testing machines.

  This system is in contrast to the similar drug testing application discussed previously, which made use of many OOB entities, such as Sales Orders, Invoices, and Contacts. Because it did not have the same security standards as a system containing medical information about humans, the complexity was greatly reduced.

- Benefits
  - Using the Sales Order entity allowed the owner to treat the process as a traditional sales process. Each test requested is a product.
  - Relationships between Sales Orders and Contacts are already built.
  - Sales amount calculations and invoices are already supplied by Microsoft.
  - The new composite controls for Contact full name and address can be used.

- Drawbacks
  - The complex relationships increase the complexity of the security model.
  - The process must follow the CRM Sales process.

Example Three—Law Enforcement Management

- Application Type — Law enforcement management
- xRM Solution Type — Pure xRM solution
Description

A law enforcement organization uses this xRM solution to track critical information about their staff. The 360-degree aspects give a rich view of the officers, including where they are stationed and major events in their employment, and serve as an early-warning system for management to address risk issues.

This system was developed as a pure xRM solution with custom entities for all parts. Custom entities include Employees, Jails, Vehicles, Buildings, and Inmates.

Benefits

- The highly complex relational data was mapped to existing processes.
- Highly tailored to the organization’s processes.
- Not impacted by process changes in upcoming releases of CRM.

Drawbacks

- Extra costs associated with building more than 100 custom entities and relationships.

Example Four—Agile Project Management

Application Type — Agile project management

xRM Solution Type — Hybrid xRM solution

Description

This solution is an advanced customizations solution with a large number of custom entities, but based on the OOB Contact and Account entities to track people and organizations. Each organization can have one or more projects stored in a project entity, and work items have a custom entity that is tied to the project and the contact (person) that requested the work item.

This system was developed as an advanced customization because it extends the base CRM solution with new entities and fields. The existing Quote, Order, and Opportunity entities are used to manage the sales process and the project components to manage delivery.

Benefits

- Building on the existing sales force automation (SFA) within CRM allows the users to leverage their system across both the sales and delivery parts of the business process.
- Built to the custom agile processes demanded by the client.
- Leveraged an existing investment in CRM and consolidated the department’s technology stack.
Why Use Microsoft Dynamics CRM for xRM Application Development?

With early versions of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, system administrators could make simple configuration changes to CRM, and the amount of customization allowed increased with each new release. As adoption of Microsoft Dynamics CRM grew, so did the needs of the businesses using the xRM components. With each new release came a greater level of customization options, to the point where many organizations view Microsoft Dynamics CRM as more than just a CRM platform, but instead as a rapid application development platform, or a “framework” by which these custom/specific applications could be developed.

Why would someone want to use Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a framework for development? Well, here are just a few of the reasons:

**Example Five—Airline Grievance Tracking**

**Application Type** – Airline grievance tracking

**xRM Solution Type** – Hybrid xRM solution

**Description**

An international airline uses this CRM solution to service travel agents and large groups. This company used it as a customer service tool to allow groups in different countries to share update statuses.

This system leveraged a large part of the OOB case management in CRM and only added additional fields and renamed some labels; otherwise this system, used by 500 users, is almost vanilla CRM.

**Benefits**

- Not using the Contacts entity allows for custom security to apply to each type of individual used (travel agents, travelers, and so on).
- Highly tailored to the airline customer service process.

**Drawbacks**

- Extra costs associated with building everything from scratch.
- Redundant construction required for overlapping fields between entities.

These are just a few examples of the types of solutions that can be built with Microsoft Dynamics CRM using the xRM components. As shown, a similar process can sometimes take a completely different approach based on one or two specific requirements. For example, the drug testing solution and the lab management solution are very close, but the need to keep patient information confidential guided the solution architecture down a different path.
Native integration with Outlook for tracking features

Exposed web services for easy programmatic manipulation of data

Structured framework, providing standardized approach to data

Native integration to the rest of the Microsoft stack (Excel, Word, and so on) as well as SharePoint

Highly scalable architecture

Delegation of user interface development by business analysts

Built-in business process automation via the workflow engine

Multiple deployment options, including On-Premise, Online, and Partner Hosted

Robust security model

Large number of third-party components available for advanced customizations

**Benefits of xRM**

One of the biggest benefits in using Microsoft Dynamics CRM as an xRM application for development is that you can still leverage the native features of CRM (something that every organization needs).

An example of this is the drug testing solution explained earlier. Yes, they received exactly what they wanted with an application, but they can also use the features delivered by CRM (managing Leads, Opportunities, and so on) if they want to.

Given the flexibility of CRM and the rapid ideation to delivery cycle, IT departments are able to meet the growing demands overwhelming their limited resources. Microsoft Dynamics CRM provides a solid starting point to extend and automate a greater part of the business process. Extending CRM is easy to do and when properly deployed, works in a natural method, allowing business analysts or power users an ever-increasing potential for customizations.

Business analysts are the bridge between traditional IT development teams and the business. Acting as a functional consultant, the business analyst can prototype changes directly with the business process owners and achieve faster time to production.

Using Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 as an organization-wide development platform consolidates the silos of information found in many organizations today. Along with this, consolidation of applications into a single platform drives down adoption costs as the users have a consistent process not found in many internally developed applications.

**Challenges with xRM**

Nothing comes for free, and building solutions with Microsoft Dynamics CRM has its own set of challenges. The ability to rapidly build solutions in Microsoft Dynamics CRM can
lead customizers to skip the traditional analysis phase and start making changes quickly, leading the solution to miss important design gotchas. Care must be taken to avoid falling into this trap, which could lead to a potentially flawed implementation.

Another challenge with xRM is the sometimes-difficult decision of how much of the OOB entities to use in a new project. Does your process closely align with the OOB process flows and forms? How will changes with the next release impact your customizations? This issue is explained more fully in the next section.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM has a distinct process and design model; screens and forms work in a specific manner. If the user community has different expectations, that can lead to extensive customizations, reducing the value of the xRM platform choice or making user adoption difficult.

Finally, one of the dangers we see is when customizers decide to use unsupported customizations, which may break when a new release comes out. Customizers should be aware of the impact of supported customizations and avoid them if at all possible.

▶ For details on supported versus unsupported customizations, see Chapter 21, “Customizing Entities.”

### WHEN TO USE OOB FEATURES

Before beginning to build an application with xRM, you need to understand a few basic constructs of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, such as the following:

▶ When you should use the Account entity and just rename, for example

▶ Benefits of using OOB include some native Outlook features you lose (such as Convert inline or add Sales Literature in Outlook)

▶ Affect of changes on the organization’s ability to use it as a basic CRM system, including support requirements and necessary documentation, upgrade supportability/path, and so on. In other words, the organization is so customized that it cannot use it for basic CRM, perhaps because of permissions, customizations, and so on.

### Licensing Considerations

Licensing options for Microsoft Dynamics CRM impact the building of xRM solutions, and the new lowest cost license is a great option for a pure xRM solution. However, this licensing model does not provide access to the native entities, and therefore forces you down an all-or-nothing path.

▶ For details on licensing of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, along with the implications for building xRM solutions, see Chapter 4, “CRM Online.”
Customization in the Wild

Now that you have a basic understanding of how to extend Microsoft Dynamics CRM, here are a few examples of customizations “in the wild.”

Let’s first start with a simple customization: The organization needs to track one additional piece of information for every product sold. This is the Order Product entity and represents a detail line item for the order. The organization needs an effective date for each individual product, as shown in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3 Order Product entity.](image)

The customization shown in Figure 3.3 includes more than just adding the field. We also updated the views within their solution to display this on each order.

Moving to the far end of the xRM spectrum, we have a solution that is highly customized. The first screen is from the drug testing application described earlier. Figure 3.4 shows the screen from within the Microsoft Outlook client showing the custom entities built for this solution.

![Figure 3.4 Custom entities displayed in Outlook.](image)
Drilling down on the Samples entity, Figure 3.5 shows the screen capture of the custom entity and some of the fields on the main form. This entity is the core of their system and links via relationships to every other item listed in Figure 3.4. The links to Requestors and Patients are further down on the screen, and a grid displays the many test results associated with this test sample.

![Figure 3.5 The custom Samples entity.](image)

**Summary**

This chapter provided an overview of the exciting opportunities presented by xRM and how it can be leveraged by businesses building LOB applications. As you now understand, xRM allows that relationships in business are more than just Customers and can include a wide range of things, including internal management. You can take CRM and use it to manage employees (Employee Risk Management [ERM]) or physical assets (Asset Risk Management [ARM]).

This introduction should get your “brain juices flowing” as to how Microsoft Dynamics can be more than just a CRM solution and how the xRM services provided by the platform can help you map your organization’s relationships.

As we continue with the book, you’ll notice specific examples where we call out xRM customizations. Because every deployment is different and there is no specific way to do an xRM deployment, pay close attention to the examples prior to making changes.
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on-demand processes, 769
real-time/synchronous workflows, 787-790
scope, 792
stages, 773
testing, 780-786
WWF (Windows Workflow Foundation).
  See WWF (Windows Workflow Foundation)
ProcessID, 741
processing options, email, 513-514
Product Catalog, Business Management
  (Settings), 403-404
  Discount Lists, 405-406
  Price Lists, 407-408
  products, 408-410
  Unit Groups, 406-407
product updates, System features, 467
production instances, CRM Online, 78-80
products
  adding to Opportunities, 199-204
  Product Catalog, Business Management
    (Settings), 408-410
  Sales, 208
Professional, CRM Online, 60
professional direct support, 1035-1036
profiles, incoming profiles, 539-540
programmatic changes depreciated features, 38
prompt and response, steps, 754
prompt and response error, steps, 755
properties
  Activities, 135-136
  fields, 691
  forms, 695-696
  IFRAMEs, 689-691
  managed properties, solutions, 601-602
  sections, 691
  tabs, 691
  workflow, 773
provisioning new organizations, On-Premise,
  1083-1087
provisioning process, CRM Online, 64-70
Publish all Customizations, 615
publisher options, solutions, 597
publishing customizations, 697
purchasing licensing options, On-Premise,
  1063-1064
quality, data, 984-985
  challenges with, 985-987
query string parameters, custom ASP.NET
apps, 907
queues
  configuring email routers, 543-544, 546
  setting up, 1096
Queues, Business Management (Settings), 384-386
Quick Campaigns, 237, 250
  creating, 250-254
  status, 254-255
Quick Create, form customizations, 692-693
Quick Create option
  Activities, 127-128
  Command bar, tablets, 564
Quick View, form customizations, 694-695
Quotes, Sales, 209-210
  associated opportunities, 210-211
  draft status, 211-217
  revising, 212
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reactivating, closed Leads, 196-197
read-optimized forms, 37
Read-Write, 1058
ready-to-use BPFs, 22-23
real-time workflow, 787-790
actions, 728
Recently Viewed option, Ribbon bar, 83
Record Fields Change event, 768
record GUID, 647-648
record sync, Social Insights, 1009, 1010
RecordPrivilegeRule, 706
records, navigating, 559
recurring appointments, scheduling, 144-147
reference parameters, InitParams, 930
references, adding, to plug-ins, 813-815
ReferencingAttributeRequiredRule, 706
Refresh command, Command bar (tablets), 565
Regarding field, Task Activities, 138-139
regional data redundancy, CRM Online, 57-58
registering
  plug-in on actions, 738
  plug-ins, 823-829
  service bus endpoints, Azure, 659-667
regular operations, early binding, 868
  Create method, 868
  Delete method, 870
  Retrieve method, 869
  RetrieveMultiple method, 869-870
  Update method, 870
rejecting Articles, 286-287
Relationship Roles, 396-397
Relationship Type field, 98
relationships, 41-42, 487
  filtered lookups, 497
Microsoft CRM Entity Model, 679
  1:N relationships, 679
  behavior, 681-682
  N:1 relationships, 680
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RelationshipTypeRule, 706
Remove Link, 682
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  members from Marketing Lists with
    Advanced Find, 236
  solutions, 619
  Yammer, 1112
Report Database, SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services), 355
report filters, 297-298
Report Manager, SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services), 355
Report Scheduling Wizard, 316
Report Server, SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services), 355
Report Wizard, 302-313
  modifying reports, 311-313
reporting, 28, 293-297
Reporting Extensions, On-Premise, 1051
Reporting Extensions for SSRS Setup, 1079-1080
reporting options, System Settings, 433
reports
  Accounts, 110
  administration, 301
  Articles, 288
  Cases, 279-280
  categories, 298-300
  configuring, 296-297
  Contacts, 110
  custom reports, 357
  ASP.NET deployment, 377-378
  building with ASP.NET, 370-376
  building with SSRS, 361-362
  deploying, 368
  developing and testing in Visual Studio, 363-365
  filtered views, 365-367
  installing CRM 2013 Report Authoring Extensions, 357-359
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  when to use, 357
  exporting, 323-324
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left outer joins, 331
requirements, 331
filters, 297-298
modifying with Report Wizard, 311-313
on demand, 316-319
On a Schedule, 319-321
Report Wizard, 302-313
scheduled reports, 314-316
sharing, 325-326
Representational State Transfer. See REST
request response classes, 729
Requirestd, 843
required fields
Accounts, 98-99
Contacts, 105-106
required privileges, mobile phones, 578
requirements
for Fetch-based reports, 331
for Outlook, 502-503
resolving cases, 278
resource groups
Business Management (Settings), 386-387
Sales Territories, 388-389
salespeople with quotas, 388
services, 390
sites, 390
subjects, 392-393
business units, System features, 421
Users, System features, 459
resource management, marketing automation, 1018
resource services, creating to manage Email
Router Service, 536
resources in use, System features, 466
response value, validating, 756
REST (Representational State Transfer), 846
Restrict, 682
Retrieve method
early binding, 869
Organization Service, 854
testing, 855
RetrieveAbsoluteAndSiteCollectionUrlRequest, 649
RetrieveMultiple method
early binding, 869-870
Organization Service, 855-856
testing, 856-859
ReturnResponses, 890
revenue generation, marketing automation, 1015
reviewing
file upload summary, 155
map summaries, 158
revising Quotes, 212
Ribbon bar, 82. See also Command bar
versus Command bar, 13
Create button, 83
customizing, 697-698
SiteMap, 698-699
Recently Viewed option, 83
RibbonDiffXml, 707-709
ribbons, Outlook, 92-93
roles, setting up, 1096
rollups. See RUs (rollups)
Rule Deployment Wizard, 528, 547-548, 1053
creating rules manually, 548-549
installing, 532-534
rules, creating manually (Rule Deployment
Wizard), 548-549
RUs (rollups), 6

S
SaaS (software as a service), 1014
Sales, 177-178
Competitors, 206-207
flow interface, 178-179
business processes, 189
Lead to Opportunity flow example, 179-189
stage gating, 189
goal criteria, 228
goal metrics, 224-227
goals, 223-224
creating new, 227-228
Invoices, 209, 221-223
Leads, 190
  converting, 195-196
  converting in groups, 197
  reactivating and viewing closed leads, 196-197
  working with new leads, 191-193

Opportunities, 198
  adding products to, 199-204
  closing, 205-206
  creating new, 198-199

Orders, 209, 218-221
Products, 208
Quotes, 209-210
  associated Opportunities, 210-211
  draft status, 211-217

security roles, 440
Sales Attachments, 249
Sales Dashboard, 120
  tablets, 562
Sales Insight Dashboard, Marketo, 1027-1028
Sales Literature, 248-249
Sales Territories, resource groups, Business Management (Settings), 388-389
salespeople with quotas, resource groups, Business Management (Settings), 388
samples, plug-ins, 844
sandbox, plug-ins, 808-809
saving data, 86-88
  AutoSave, 88
scalability, Marketo, 1022
scale groups, data center redundancy, 58
scheduled reports, 314-316
scheduling recurring appointments, Activities, 144-147
scope, workflows, 792
SDK (software development kit), 627, 723-724
  entities, 649
  messages, 649-650
SDK messages, 613
searching for companies, persons, or news, Social Insights, 1003-1007
SecondaryEntityName, 843
sections
  form customizations, 684-685
  properties, 691
Secure Token Services (STS), 1048
security
  Articles, 288
  configuring security roles, solutions, 620-622
  Marketo, 1022
security roles
  assigning BPFs (Business Process Flows), 747
System features, 435-439
  Business Management, 440-441
  Core Records, 439-440
custom entities, 442
  customization, 442
details, 439
marketing, 440
sales, 440
service, 440
Service Management, 440-442
Users, 458
Select License, 1064
selecting
  Activities, 133
  business processes, 749
customers with D&B360, 994-996
data maps, 156
SelectionCountRule, 707
self-help, support, 1032-1033
Send Email, 782
Sequence, 708
server roles, 31
  multiple-server deployments, On-Premise, 1066
servers
  for On-Premise, 1044
  plug-ins, 810
  upgrading, 1093
server-side extensibility, tablets, 577
server-side synchronization
  email, 514-515
    configuring, 515-525
e-mail routers, 527-528
  Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook, 527
migrating email router data, 525-527
Outlook and Exchange Sync, 28-29
Service Activities, 147-149, 258, 265-269
Service area, 258-259
service bus configurations, Azure, 656
creating accounts with subscriptions, 656-658
creating listener applications, 667-672
online certificates, 659
registering service bus endpoints, 659-667
updating variables for the Main method, 673
service bus endpoints, registering (Azure), 659-667
Service Calendar, 258, 264-265
Service Dashboard, support, 1032
Service Management, security roles, 440-442
service references, adding to Organization Service, 850-851
ServiceManagement node, 703-704
service-oriented architecture (SOA), 845
Services, 257, 259-263
Appointments, 272-274
Articles, 280-284
approving, 286
rejecting, 286-287
reports, 288
security, 288
subjects, 285
submitting, 286
Cases, 275-277
adding related activities, 277-278
canceling, 278-279
deleting, 278
reports, 279-280
resolving, 278
Contracts, 289-291
managing users’ working time, 269-271
resource groups, Business Management (Settings), 390
Service Activities, 265-269
Service Calendar, 264-265
Users, System features, 458
setting up your business in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, 1094-1097

Settings, 379
Business Management, 380
Business Closures, 383
Connection Roles, 395
Currency, 393-395
Facilities/Equipment, 383
Fiscal Year Settings, 381-382
mail merge templates, 402
Product Catalog. See Product Catalog Queues, 384-386
Relationship Roles, 396-397
resource groups. See resource groups Templates. See Templates
navigation options, 467-468
auditing, 470-473
customization, 473
Data Management, 468
Document Management, 468
System Jobs, 468
System features, 410
Administration, 410-411
Announcements, 412-413
Auto-Numbering, 413-414
business units. See business units
FLS (field-level security), 442-446
languages, 464-466
privacy preferences, 466
product updates, 467
resources in use, 466
security roles. See security roles
subscription management, 466
System Settings. See System Settings
teams, 446-453
Users. See Users
Yammer configuration, 467
setup process, On-Premise, 1069-1070
Deployment Manager, 1082
installing Microsoft Dynamics CRM, 1070-1079
Microsoft Dynamics CRM clients, 1087-1091
provisioning new organizations, 1083-1087
Reporting Extensions for SSRS Setup, 1079-1080
upgrading from earlier versions, 1092-1094
SharedVariables, 843
SharePoint
  Dynamics CRM 2013 and, 627-629
  extending integration
    entities, 649
    messages, 649-650
  integrating, 629-630
    installing list components, 630-631
    On-Premise, 1051-1052
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  integration features, 641-642
    Document Location option, 643-646
    record GUID, 647-648
  operations, 650
  standard integration, 632
    CRM 2013 configuration, 638-641
    SharePoint configuration, 632-638
SharePoint Document Locations, 631
SharePoint sites, navigating to, 633-636
SharePointDocumentLocation, 649
SharePointSite, 649
sharing, reports, 325-326
signing up for CRM Online, 63-64
  provisioning process, 64-70
Silverlight web resources, 922
  creating, 923-930
  debugging, 929-931
  XAP files, 926
simple lists, tablets, 565-566
Simple Object Access Protocol. See SOAP
  (Simple Object Access Protocol)
single-server deployment, On-Premise, 1065
SiteMap, 698-699
  area node, 699-700
  group node, 700
  SiteMap node, 699
  subarea node, 700-702
SiteMap node, 699
sites, resource groups, Business Management
  (Settings), 390
SkuRule, 706
Skype, 36
SmoothScrollLimit, 704
SOA (service-oriented architecture), 845
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), 845
  endpoints, 886-889
SOAPLogger console window, 887
SOAPLogger solution, 886-889
Social Insights, 997-999, 1002
  agents, 1002-1003
  company and contact data, 999
  connections, 1001, 1008-1009
  insights, 999-1000
  privacy, 1008-1009
  record sync, 1009-1010
  searching for companies, persons, or news, 1003
  watchlists, 1007-1008
social marketing, 1017-1018
  Marketo, 1025-1026
software as a service (SaaS), 1014
software development kit (SDK), 627
solution layers, 901-902
solution management
  SolutionPackager tool, 903
  team development, 902-903
SolutionPackager tool, 903
solutions, 593, 894
  adding required components, 601
  best practices, 604-607
    entities, 620-623
    exporting solutions, 607-612
    importing, 612-618
    migrating customizations from previous
      versions, 624
    removing solutions, 619
    working with multiple solutions, 619-620
  custom solutions, 595-601
  customizing, 594
  default solutions, 900-901
  exporting, 607-612
  importing, 612-618
  managed properties, 601-602
  managed solutions, 609, 895-899
  Marketplace, 624
  overview, 593-594
  plug-ins, 602-603
  publisher options, 597
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removing, 619
third-party solutions, 624
unmanaged solutions, 900
SQL Server editions, On-Premise, 1050
SQL Server Reporting Services. See SSRS
On-Premise, 1050-1051
SQL Table Management (on-premise),
upgrades, 31-32
SRS, reports, 326-328
SSL certificates, 944-946
installing new, 945-949
SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services), 355-357
custom reports, building with SSRS, 361-362
features, 356
stage gating, Sales, 189
stages
BPFs (Business Process Flows), 745-749
plug-ins, 810
workflow, 773
stakeholder and sales team lists, tablets, 567
Start Child Workflow, 782
State, 782
status, Quick Campaigns, 254-255
status changes, by entities, workflows, 783
Status Reason, 786
steps, dialogs, 752-758
Stop Workflow, 782
STS (Secure Token Services), 1048
subarea node, SiteMap, 700-702
subjects
Articles, 285
resource groups, Business Management
(Settings), 392-393
submitting Articles, 286
subscription management, 466
subscriptions
CRM Online, 75-77
adding production or development
instances, 78-80
checking system health status, 77
support
from Microsoft, 1029-1030
online support, 1030-1031
basic subscription support, 1031
community forums, 1031-1032
enhanced support, 1035
premier support for large accounts only,
1036
professional direct support, 1035-1036
self-help, 1032-1033
Service Dashboard, 1032
support options, 1033-1035
On-Premise, 1037
installing updates, 1039-1040
manual updates, 1038-1039
partner support, 1040-1041
support options, 1033-1035
supported customization, 677
switching, business processes, 749
synchronization, personal options, 124-126
Synchronization option, 121
synchronous workflows, 787-790
System, 410
Administration, 410-411
Announcements, 412-413
business units, 414-419
Facilities/Equipment, 420
resource groups, 421
teams, 420
Users, 418-419
FLS (field-level security), 442-446
privacy preferences, 466
product updates, 467
resources in use, 466
security roles, 435-439
Business Management, 440-441
Core Records, 439-440
custom entities, 442
customization, 442
details, 439
marketing, 440
sales, 440
service, 440
Service Management, 440-442
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Settings, Auto-Numbering, 413-414
subscription management, 466
System Settings, 422
  auditing, 428
  Calendar, 426
customization, 431-432
e-mail options, 428-430
Formats section, 426
General, 423-426
goals, 434
Marketing options, 430-431
Outlook options, 432-433
reporting options, 433
Teams, 446-453
Users, 453-454
  adding multiple users, 460-463
  adding new, 454
  changing business units, 463-464
  changing managers, 464
  enabling/disabling, 463
field security profiles, 458
organizational information, 457
processes, 459
resource groups, 459
security roles, 458
Services, 458
Teams, 458
view users, 464
Work Hours, 458
Yammer configuration, 467
System features, languages, 464-466
system health status, CRM Online, 77
System Jobs, 468
System Settings, 422
  auditing, 428
  Calendar, 426
customization, 431-432
e-mail options, 428-430
Formats section, 426
General, 423-426
goals, 434
Marketing options, 430-431
Outlook options, 432-433
reporting options, 433
System Users managing user roles, 463
system views, modifying, 486-487
systems, customizing, 604-606

T

tables, 551-552
  AutoSave, 576
  BPFs (Business Process Flows), 568-569
  charts, 569-570
  Command bar, 563
  metadata sync, 565
  Quick Create option, 564
  Refresh, 565
  CRM for tablets limitations, 560
customizing options and features, 556-557
entities, 561
form fields, 557-558
  Communication Card, 558-559
  form elements, 559-560
  navigating records, 559
images, 576-577
multi-entity quick find/search, 570-571
Navigation bar, 563
offline access/usage, 573-576
  cache priority, 576
Sales Dashboard, 562
server-side extensibility, 577
simple lists, 565-566
stakeholder and sales team lists, 567
with Windows 8, installing Dynamics CRM
app, 552-556
tabs
  form customizations, 683-684
  properties, 691
TabStateChange event, 710
Task Activities, 138-139
  Regarding field, 138-139
TDE (Transparent Data Encryption), 32
team development, 902-903
Teams

business units, System features, 420
setting up, 1096
System features, 446-453, 458
access teams, 452-453

TemplateAlias, 709

Templates

Business Management (Settings), 398-399
article templates, 399
contract templates, 399
e-mail templates, 399
Language property, 400-402
Viewable By, 400
Campaigns, 238-241

testing

Accounts Who Match method, Organization Service, 859
contact entity customization, IFrames, 920
Create method, Organization Service, 852-853
custom reports in Visual Studio, 363-365
Delete method, Organization Service, 861
dialogs, 761-765
Execute method, Organization Service, 863-864
JavaScript, 884
Retrieve method, Organization Service, 855
RetrieveMultiple method, Organization Service, 856-859
workflows, 780-786
third-party solutions, 624
Time Zone option, 123
TimeBlocks, 704
time-series analytics engine, Marketo, 1022
Title node, RibbonDiffXml, 709
token certificates, AD FS, exporting, 962-967
tools, SolutionPackager tool, 903
ToolTipDescription, 709
ToolTipTitle, 709
topology
division topology, 1068
multiforest and multidomain Active Directory topology, 1068-1069
tracking incoming emails, 545-546
Transparent Data Encryption (TDE), 32
trust, relying party trust on AD FS, 969-978
trusted root certificate authorities, 946

U

UI (user interface), 11-13
AutoSave, 17-18
Bing map, 15-16
Command bar versus Ribbon bar, 13
flow interface, 16
Navigation bar versus Navigation pane, 15

Unit Groups, Product Catalog, Business Management (Settings), 406-407
unmanaged solutions, 601-602, 900
unmapped field alerts, 158
unmapped field warnings, 158
Update method
early binding, 870
Organization Service, 865-867
Update Record, 782
update record step, adding, 759
update schedule, CRM Online, 55-56
updates
installing, On-Premise support, 1039-1040
manual updates, On-Premise support, 1038-1039
online, 9
On-Premise, 7-9
updating
Description field, 759
variables for the Main method, 673
upgrades, SQL Table Management (On-Premise), 31-32
upgrading
considerations for, 1093-1094
CRM for Outlook clients, 1092
licensing options, On-Premise, 1065
On-Premise, 1092-1094
options for, 1093
servers, 1093
usage, tablets, 573-576
use rights, On-Premise, 1059
user roles, managing with Users (System features), 463
User Specified option, 538
Userld, 843
Userlcid, 907
users
adding, to CRM Online, 70-73
bulk adding users, CRM Online, 75
configuring, email routers, 543-544
editing, 74
managing in CRM Online, 73-74
managing working time, Services, 269-271
setting up, 1095-1096
Users, System features, 453-454
adding multiple users, 460-463
adding new, 454
changing business units, 463-464
changing managers, 464
enabling/disabling, 463
field security profiles, 458
managing user roles, 463
organizational information, 457
processes, 459
resource groups, 459
security roles, 458
Services, 458
Teams, 458
view users, 464
Work Hours, 458
Users business units System features, 418-419

V
validating response value, 756
ValidationChunkSize, 704
ValueRule, 706
variables
dialogs, 752
updating for Main method, 673

variety, data quality, 986
velocity, data quality, 986
veracity, data quality, 986
view users, Users, 464
Viewable By, Business Management (Settings), 400
viewing closed Leads, 196-197
views, 475
creating personal views, 476-485
customizing, 696
filtered views, custom reports, 365-367
system views, modifying, 486-487
virtual directories, 618
Visual Studio 2012
developing and testing custom reports, 363-365
integrating, with Plug-in Registration tool, 820-823
JavaScript, 720
WWF (Windows Workflow Foundation), See WWF (Windows Workflow Foundation) visualizations, 343-344
volatility, data quality, 987
volume, data quality, 985-986
volume licensing, On-Premise, 1063-1064
Volume Shadow Service (VSS), On-Premise, 30
VSS (Volume Shadow Service) support (On-Premise only), 30
VSS Writer Service, 1067

W
Wait Condition, 782
warning messages for undelivered email, 530
watchlists, 1007-1008
WCF (Windows Communication Foundation), 846
web browsers, mobile phones, 578
web clients, 500-501
General option, 122-124
web references, adding in Discovery WCF Service, 849
web resources, creating for jQuery, 617
web services, 845-846
   Discovery Web Service, 848-850
   early binding, 867
   regular operations. See early binding
   ExecuteMultipleRequest, 889-891
   JavaScript, 876-884
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   JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), 846
   ODATA (Open Data Services), 847-848
   Organization Service. See Organization
   Service
   REST (Representational State Transfer), 846
   SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), end-
   points, 886-889
   WCF (Windows Communication Foundation),
   846
Website field, Accounts, 101
welcome page, steps, 755
What’s New interface, 171-173
WIF 3.5 Runtime, enabling, 820
WIF Runtime, installing, 818-819
Will Call option, Quotes, 215
Windows Authentication dialog, 939
Windows Communication Foundation. See WCF
   (Windows Communication Foundation)
Windows Live ID, 467
Windows Server operating system, On-Premise,
   1044-1045
Windows users, licensing options, 1065
Windows Workflow Foundation. See WWF
   (Windows Workflow Foundation)
wizards
   AD Relying Party Trust Wizard, 970
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   Appointment Recurrence Wizard, 145
   Configuration Wizard, 1089
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   629
   Export Solution Wizard, 608
   Import Data Wizard, 159-160
   Outlook Diagnostics Wizard, 1091
   Report Scheduling Wizard, 316
   Report Wizard, 311-313
Rule Deployment Wizard, 528, 547-548,
   1053
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   installing, 532-534
Work Hours, Users (System features), 458
   workflow, 765-766
   activating, 763-764
   Advanced Find, 767
   asynchronous workflows, 766-769
   check conditions, 774-778
   child processes, 770-773
   versus dialogs, 750
events, 786-787
   on-demand processes, 769
   propeties, 773
real-time workflow, actions, 728
real-time/synchronous workflows, 787-790
scope, 792
   stages, 773
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testing, 780-786
   WWF (Windows Workflow Foundation), 792
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   no-code workflows, 793-796
workflows, 792
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XAML (Extensible Application Markup
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   menu and Ribbon customizations, 698
   XAP files, Silverlight web resources, 926
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- agile project management, 46-47
- airline grievance tracking, 47
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- defined, 41-42
- drug lab testing, 44-45
- law enforcement management, 45-46
- licensing options, 49
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- reasons for using, benefits of, 48
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- custom ASP.NET apps, 906-907
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  - ASP.NET apps, 914-915
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